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Natural Language Processing

NLP

Artificial Intelligence  NLP

Artificial Intelligence & Natural Language Processing

The use of computers for modeling and 
performing certain problem-solving tasks that 
were, prior to the invention of the computer, 
thought to be uniquely human.

The “processing” of our language is one of the 
most essential of such uniquely human task.

What is

Natural Language Processing

?

Natural Language Processing

Language processing that is natural?

The processing of natural language?

What is a natural language?

• A human language spoken or written in a 
community
– English, Swahili, Chinese, …

• Not an artificial language created to serve a 
specific purpose
– Matlab, Java, C 

Why study NLP?

• Science
– Computational linguistics

• Engineering
A. Question answering
B. Summarization, sentiment analysis
C. Speech recognization
D. Machine translation

• Started with the 1950s effort in the US to translate 
texts, using computers, from foreign languages to 
English
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A. Question Answering

• “Who was the voice of Miss Piggy?”
• How high is mount Everest?
• Who were the three Stooges?

• Different from “keyword search”
• Three-step approach:

1. Find relevant documents
2. Figure out what the question is asking for
3. Match the question to the document

fascinatingtales.wordpress.com

tvcrazy.net

B. Summarization

• Given a set of documents on the same topic, 
produce a summary

Tougher problem…

• Automatically “crawl” the Internet looking for 
documents on the same topic, then produce a 
summary

Summarization—2002 example 

The U.S. Supreme Court agreed Tuesday to hear a case that 
could determine when hundreds of thousands of books, songs 
and movies will become freely available over the Internet or in 
digital libraries. A nonprofit Internet publisher and other 
plaintiffs argue that Congress sided too heavily with writers and 
other creators when it passed a law in 1998 that retroactively 
extended copyright protection by 20 years. On Tuesday, the 
U.S. Supreme Court announced it would hear a challenge to the 
1998 Copyright Term Extension Act, in which Congress 
extended the term of existing and future copyrights by 20 years. 
Billions of dollars and the future earning power of some of the 
nation's most cherished cultural icons are at stake as the U.S. 
Supreme Court considers a constitutional challenge to a 1998 
copyright extension law, legal experts said Wednesday.

NewsBlaster (Columbia U)

Norway attacks: Police search farm for clues after 
shooting, explosion leave 94 dead A minute's silence was 
held in Norway on Monday to remember the people killed in the 
bomb blast and shooting last week. OSLO, Norway - The self-
described perpetrator of Norway's deadly bombing and shooting 
rampage was ordered held in solitary confinement after calmly 
telling a court that two other cells of collaborators stood ready 
to join his murderous campaign. Norwegian police said Monday 
that the double-counting of bodies in the chaotic aftermath of a 
shooting spree may have contributed to a dramatic overestimate 
of the number of people slain, but they offered few other details 
about the error. 

Summarization—2011 example 

NewsBlaster (Columbia U)

Hugo Chavez cancer: Venezuela government says 
President Hugo Chavez will remain in charge
Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez's closest associates insisted 
Friday that their leader would continue running the country 
even as he continues to undergo medical treatment in Cuba 
after surgery for the removal of a cancerous tumor. Firefighter-
paramedic Dave Chavez is in charge of the Venezuelan 
government and never was not in charge the vice president , 
Elias Jaua, said on state television. The image many Venezuelans 
have is not of a leader on the mend but of a thin, pale president 
who looked vulnerable and emotional as he delivered a 13-
minute address Thursday night in which he revealed his 
condition. 

NewsBlaster (Columbia U)

Summarization—another 2011 example Summarization--2015 example
Mexican drug lord Joaquin ‘El Chapo’ Guzman tunnels 
out of prison (World, 10 articles) [UPDATE]

The capture of Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman was the crowning 
achievement of Mexican President Enrique Pena Nieto's 
government in its war against drug cartels, a beacon of success 
amid domestic woes. A widespread manhunt that included 
highway checkpoints, stepped up border security and closure of 
an international airport failed to turn up any trace of Guzman by 
late Sunday, more than 24 hours after he got away. Washington's 
official response was diplomatic, as Attorney General Loretta 
Lynch said in a statement Sunday that the U.S. shared "Mexico's 
concern regarding the escape" and stood by to help in the 
manhunt. 

NewsBlaster (Columbia U)
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Summarization—another 2015 example
Greece faces pressure to back deal or consider leaving 
euro (World, 22 articles) [UPDATE]

Euro zone leaders clinched a deal with Greece on Monday to 
negotiate a third bailout to keep the near-bankrupt country in the 
euro zone after a whole night of haggling at an emergency summit. 
A summit of eurozone leaders reached a tentative agreement 
with Greece on Monday for a bailout program that includes 
"serious reforms" and aid, removing an immediate threat that 
Greece could collapse financially and leave the euro. After months 
of acrimony, Greece finally clinched a bailout agreement with its 
European creditors on Monday that will, if implemented, secure 
the country's place in the euro and avoid financial collapse. 

NewsBlaster (Columbia U)

Subtasks in Summarization 

• Web crawling to identify articles on same topic
• Select sentences covering different ideas to be 

included
• Select sentences covering the same idea and 

reformulate sentences to express the idea
• Arrange the sentences to form a coherent summary
• A final rewrite for greater fluency

Will discuss some underlying AI problems when we 
look at information retrieval.

How does NLP work?

• Solve many sub-problems
– Part-of-speech tagging
– Parsing
– Word sense disambiguation
– …

How does NLP work?

• Solve many sub-problems
– Part-of-speech tagging
– Parsing—draw tree

“The  cat  is  on  the  mat”

Symbolic
methods

(rule-based)

How does NLP work?

• Solve many sub-problems
– Part-of-speech tagging
– Parsing—draw tree
– Word sense disambiguation

Those folks on the beach had a ball

Need
context. Use

statistical
methods?

Why is NLP hard?

• After all, kids can do it!

• NLP is hard because of
– Ambiguity in natural languages
– The need for world knowledge or context
– Data sparsity
– Complexity of specific languages
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A cartoon comparison of configurational and 
non-configurational languages

A standard “Subject Verb Object” 
(SVO) language

By Phineas Q. Phlogiston 

Phonological ambiguity

It’s very hard to recognize speech
It’s very hard to wreck a nice beach

This is tough to do
This is stuff to do

https://www.google.com/intl/en/chrome/demos/speech.html

Syntactic ambiguity

• I saw a man with a telescope
• Visiting relatives can be annoying
• I made her duck

Doctor Helps Dog Bite Victim

British Left Waffles on Falkland Islands

Kids Make Nutritious Snacks

Local High School Dropouts Cut in Half

Natural language based problems are hard

Text summarization

Sentiment analysis
(e.g., is a movie review positive?)

Sentiment classification
(beyond polarity)

Understanding?

To
ug

he
r

North American Computational Linguistics Olympiad 
(NACLO)

• North American branch of the international 
competition
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Machine Translation

AI  NLP  Machine Translation

C. Machine Translation

• Want to
– Read books (or webpages) in any language
– Communicate with anyone in the world

•  Automatically translate from one language 
to another

Is machine translation possible?

• Why not?
– Poetry, literature (Shakespeare, Goethe, …)
– “AI-Complete” – a computational problem as 

difficult as solving the central AI problem of 
making computers intelligent like human

• So what counts as success?
– Is the first pass “good enough”?
– Add a post-editing process to make the result 

useful?

Machine translation approaches

“I went to the red river’s bank”

• Word-for-word translation (dictionary 
lookup)

• Rule-based
• Statistical
• Interlingua vs. language-to-language

Language-to-language

Spanish French

Portugese Italian

12 procedures
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Interlingua for “related” languages

Spanish French

Portuguese Italian

8 procedures

interlingua

Translate between “distant” languages through multiple 
interlingua

Spanish French

Portuguese Italian

interlingua1

Chinese

Korean

Japanese

interlingua2

Applications of machine translation

• One to many
– Translate instruction manuals into many languages

• Many to one
– Read newspapers in any language

• Many to many
– European parliamentary proceedings

• Cross-lingual information retrieval
• Speech-to-speech

Evaluation

• What is a “good” translation?

• Grammatical?
– Easy: translate every sentence as “The cat is on the mat”

• Faithful?
– Word-for-word translation (but what about idioms, words 

with multiple meanings, etc.)

• BLEU score
– Compares a translation with reference translations 

statistically.  Correlates well to human judgment (for an 
overall translation, not individual sentences)

Challenges

• Word order
– Reporters said IBM bought Lotus
– Reporters IBM Lotus bought said

• Word sense
– River bank vs. money bank
– House plant vs. power plant

• Idioms
– Kick the bucket
– Have a ball

• Pronouns
– Esta aqui

• It is here; she is here; he is here; you are here

More challenges in spoken language

The emphasis gives additional information…
– "I never said she stole my money" 
– "I never said she stole my money"
– "I never said she stole my money" 
– "I never said she stole my money"
– "I never said she stole my money"
– "I never said she stole my money"
– "I never said she stole my money" 
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Statistical machine translation

• Currently the dominant strategy
• Need lots and lots of data
• More data  better translations

• More later when we discuss machine learning


